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Mark the letter A, B, C, or D on your answer sheet to indicate the underlined part that needs 
correction in each of the following questions. 

1. Unlike Franklin D. Roosevelt’s bootstrap program that helped to restart economic growth in the 1930s 
        A 
through public works, Ronal Reagan proposed a program of trickle-down economics to restart the  
       B    C     D 
economy. 

2. In the 1970s, it became evident that writing about someone else’s research was much easier for social 
         A 
scientists who wanted to make a quick name for themselves than it was to do their own research. 
          B       C           D 

3. The rules of engagement under which a border patrol station can decide to use deadly force includes a 
       A                 B 
response to an invasionary incursion and the return of hostile fire.  
      C       D 

4. A new influx of unprecedented private investment should create a bright new future for manned space  
         A               B 
exploration, making the possibility of commercial space tourism much more viable than 10 years ago. 
                       C          D 

5. Rules governing participation in a new extreme sports fantasy camp require that applicants should be  
       A                     B 
physically fit enough to endure the demanding activities in which they will be engaging.  
       C                  D 

Read the following passage and mark the letter A, B, C, or D on your answer sheet to indicate the 

correct answer to each of the questions. 

NATONAL FLAGS 

1  The flag, the most common symbol of national identity in the modern world, is also one of the most 

ancient. The traditional flag of fabric is still used to mark buildings, ships, and diplomatic caravans by 

national affiliation, but its visual design makes it adaptable for other roles as well. Most flags have a 

compact, rectangular shape and distinct visual symbolism. Their strong colors and geometric patterns 

are usually instantly recognizable even if miniaturized to less than a square centimeter. Images of 

flags can thus serve as identifying icons on airliners, television broadcasts, and computer displays. 

2  Despite its simplicity, the national flag as we know it today is in no way a primitive artifact. It is, 

rather, the product of millennia of development in many corners of the globe. Historians believe it had 

two major ancestors, of which the earlier served to indicate wind direction. Early human societies used 

very fragile shelters and boats. Their food sources were similarly vulnerable to disruption. Even after 

various grains had been domesticated, people needed cooperation from the elements to assure good 

harvests. For all these reasons, they feared and depended on the power of the wind, which could bring 

warmth from one direction and cold from another. 

3  Ascertaining the direction of the wind using a simple strip of cloth tied to the top of a post was more 

reliable than earlier methods, such as watching the rising of smoke from a fire or the swaying of field 

grasses. The association of these prototypes of the flag with divine power was therefore a natural one. 

Tribes began to fix long cloth flutters to the tops of totems before carrying them into battle, believing 

that the magical assistance of the wind would be added to the blessings of the gods and ancestors 

represented by the totem itself. 

4  These flutters may seem like close kin of our present-day flags, but the path through history from 

one to the other wanders through thousands of years and over several continents. The first known flag 

of a nation or ruler was unmarked: The king who established the Chou Dynasty in China (around 1000 
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B.C.) was reputed to have a white flag carried ahead of him. This practice may have been adopted from 

Egyptians even further in the past, but it was from China that it spread over trade routes through India, 

then across Arab lands, and finally to medieval Europe. 

5  In Europe, the Chinese-derived flag met up with the modern flag's second ancestor, the heraldic 

crest. The flags used in Asia may have been differentiated by color, but they rarely featured emblems 

or pictures. European nobles of the medieval period had, however, developed a system of crests 

(symbols or insignias specific to particular families) that were commonly mounted on hard surfaces; 

shields to be used in battle often displayed them especially prominently. 

6  The production of these crests on flags permitted them to be used as heralds, meaning that they 

functioned as visual announcements that a member of an important household was present. While 

crests began to appear on flags as well as shields, the number of prominent families was also 

increasing. They required an ever greater number of combinations of stripes, crosses, flowers, and 

mythical animals to distinguish themselves. These survived as the basic components of flag design 

when small regional kingdoms were later combined into larger nation-states. They remain such for 

many European countries today. 

7  Some nations, particularly those whose colors and emblems date back several hundred years, have 

different flags for different official uses. For example, the flag of Poland is a simple rectangle with a 

white upper half and red lower half. The colors themselves have been associated with Polish 

nationalism since the 1700s. They originated as the colors of the Piast family, which during its rule 

displayed a crest bearing a white eagle on a red field. Homage is paid to the Piast Dynasty in the Polish 

ensign, the flag officially used at sea. Unlike the familiar plain flag flown on land, the ensign has a red 

shield with a white eagle centered on its upper white stripe. 

6. Paragraph 1 of the passage describes the design of the typical flag as _____. 
A. unfamiliar to people from other countries B. likely to change as technology improves 
C. suited to many different uses D. older than the country it represents 

7. In paragraph 1, the word ‘miniaturized’ is closest in meaning to _____. 
A. publicized B. colored C. made brighter D. made smaller 

8. In paragraph 2, the word ‘primitive’ is closest in meaning to _____. 
A. ancient B. unsophisticated C. identifiable D. replaceable  

9. The earliest ancestors of the flag were associated with divine power because _____. 
A. they were flown as high in the sky as people could reach 
B. they were woven from valuable field grasses 
C. they moved with the wind 
D. tribes that flew them always won battles 

10. In paragraph 3, the word ‘fix’ is closest in meaning to _____. 
A. create B. respect C. attach D. blow 

11. According to paragraph 4 of the passage, the first known national flag in history _____. 
A. was not carried into battle B. is still used in China today 
C. was copied by the Egyptians D. was not colored or patterned 

12. As discussed in the passage, a crest is _____.  
A. the most important member of a household B. the color of a particular flag 
C. the symbol of a particular family D. a European noble 

13. According to paragraph 6 of the passage, the number of flag designs increased because _____. 
A. fewer shields were being made for battle B. nation-states were becoming larger 
C. artists had greater freedom in creating flags D. more families wanted their own symbols 

14. The word ‘components’ in paragraph 6 is closest in meaning to _____. 
A. styles B. makers C. countries D. parts 

15. The two flags of Poland mentioned in the passage differ in that _____. 
A. they do not use the same colors B. they originally represented different families 
C. only one is used officially D. one does not have a crest 

Read the following passage and mark the letter A, B, C, or D on your answer sheet to choose the 
correct word for each of the numbered blanks. 

 As the American workforce gets grayer, age discrimination will likely become a more (16) _____ issue 
in the courts. It is, of course, illegal to discriminate against an employee because of his or her age, and (17) 
_____ it is not illegal to dismiss a worker because he has a high salary and expensive health care. 
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 This apparent contradiction is at the heart of a (18) _____ of cases now making their way through the 
courts. The outcome of these cases will have broad implications for the workplace in the coming years. By 
2010, the Bureau of Labor Statistics has projected that more than half of all workers will be over 40 – many 
of whom, by (19) _____ of seniority and promotions, will be earning higher than (20) _____ salaries, eligible 
for more stock options, and carrying higher health care costs as a result of a larger number of (21) _____ 
and the increased cost of health care for older workers. Is it any wonder that a bottom-line oriented 
business might want to (22) _____ these workers, whose productivity is likely to plummet in the next few 
years, even as they become more expensive employees? 

 Still, the legal challenges of implementing this policy are daunting. Businesses have the right to rate 
workers on their productivity and to rank them against their peers. But they are not allowed to prejudge 
individuals based on their sex, race or age. Each worker must be treated on his or her own (23) _____, 
rather than by how they fit into a larger profile of the group they belong to. For companies looking to (24) 
_____ these workers, the cost of making a mistake is high; while only one in three age discrimination suits 
are won by the plaintiff, the awards tend to be steep and the political (25) _____ is harsh. 

16. A. prominent B. eminent C. imminent D. immanent 
17. A. also B. so C. yet D. too 
18. A. raffia B. rift C. riff D. raft 
19. A. dint B. dent C. way D. din 
20. A. medieval B. medium C. media D. median 
21. A. reliance B. dependents C. parasite D. debtors 
22. A. eject B. reject C. shed D. shred 
23. A. merits B. benefits C. margins D. profits 
24. A. lay down B. lay over C. lay out D. lay off 
25. A. outfall B. fallout C. falling-out D. fall-off 

Mark the letter A, B, C, or D on your answer sheet to indicate the correct answer in each of the 
following questions. 

26. “Hurry up! I need the report right now!”  
“You’ll get it when it’s finished! _____” 
A. All in good time!  B. Have a thin time of it!  
C. A stitch in time saves nine! D. It’s just the fullness of time! 

27. Day Inn is a well-run, mid-range hotel combining all the _____ cons with a real tropical Fifties 
ambience. 
A. mode B. feature C. mod D. pros 

28. How many trains they had seen over the 5 years they had lived here, each one rushing past in a 
sudden squall of speed at every hour of the day and night, come _____.  
A. rain or wind B. rain or shine C. shine or rain D. wind or storm 

29. Many people in a foreclosure situation will _____ their head in the sand and ignore the fact that 
something substantial is happening.  
A. inhume B. sepulcher C. entomb D. bury 

30. In the gym, don’t be afraid to test-drive a good portion of the equipment – or to ask other members 
whether they feel the machinery is well-maintained. Just follow your _____.  
A. head B. mouth C. heart D. nose 

31. Get on up to the house and _____ those wet clothes or you will get cold.  
A. change back into D. change upon C. change out of D. change over from 

32. She can’t eat shellfish without _____. 
A. coming up with B. coming up against C. coming round to D. coming out in 

33. He wants to be polite and charming, but he doesn’t want to _____ across as overly confident or 
arrogant. 
A. get B. go C. cut D. come 

34. One aspect of PageRank that Google has always been _____ about is _____ links whose number and 
quality play the largest part in a site’s PageRank.  
A. upcoming – oncoming   B. forthcoming – upcoming    
C. forthcoming – incoming D. upcoming – incoming  

35. The exit is completely blocked by traffic and there’s a huge _____ of cars along all the tramps, which is 
going to take ages to clear them away.  
A. backside B. standby C. passer-by D. tailback 
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36. I’m determined to take that job, so don’t try to _____ me. 
A. influence B. sway C. affect D. impress 

37. Job losses are mainly in the _____ sectors of the industry.  
A. blue-collar B. read-collar C. stiff-collar D. high-collar 

38. They are showing a _____ of a 1930’s musical at the Theatre Royal.  
A. resurrection B. revival C. retake D. repeat 

39. Unfortunately she has been given an _____ task. 
A. insurmountable B. undeveloped C. inoperable D. unsolved 

40. The government has decided to hold an _____ into the latest financial scandal.  
A. examination B. enquiry C. evaluation D. interpretation 

41. When someone dies and their _____ reach a certain figure, their family has to pay an additional tax.  
A. profits B. wealth C. assets D. budgets 

42. If employers consented to employees' request and diverted money from safety to wages, this statement 
might _____ doubt on the conclusion.  
A. toss B. cast C. dash D. propel 

43. The writer’s purpose was to expose the _____ depths of “evil” that underlie the smooth surface of 
society. 
A. unseen B. hidden C. dark D. secret 

44. He was unreasonable _____ his friends _____ asking for more money without paying back.  
A. of – to  B. about – of  C. of – about  D. to – about  

45. The tablets brought temporary respite _____ the excruciating pain. 
A. away B. from C. over D. out of 

46. “Why are you shouting at her angrily?”  
“No, I’m not. I’m shouting _____ her so that she can see us. I used to shout _____ her help but she 
ignored me.”  
A. out – for  B. for – to  C. to – for  D. for – out 

47. I don’t want to excuse _____ my absence, but please excuse me _____ cleaning the board in three 
months. 
A. for – of  B. of – for  C. for – from  D. from – of  

48. I’m really sorry. We _____ to stop at a service station and phone you, but we didn’t want to waste any 
more time.  
A. were due to B. were going to C. were to D. were about to 

49. There _____ be life on Saturn.  
A. would B. could C. can D. is able to 

50. Windsor Castle is the largest occupied castle _____ Britain. 
A. in B. of C. at D. among 

51. There’s a beautiful old house for sale at the local _____. 
A. estate agent’s B. estate’s agent’s C. estate’s agent D. estate agent 

52. _____ depends on the final result of the negotiations. 
A. A few B. No C. Every D. Much 

53. The ministry didn’t expect _____ quite such a negative reaction from farmers. 
A. there was to be B. there to be C. there being D. there be 

54. No doubt _____ us a key. 
A. will he give B. he will give C. gives he D. giving he 

55. What the new members _____ is taken their seats in the assembly. 
A. do B. did C. have done C. to do 

Mark the letter A, B, C, or D on your answer sheet to indicate the word or phrase that is CLOSEST in 
meaning to the underlined part in each of the following questions. 

56. According to economists, the overriding cause of apparent state of perpetual poverty in the developing 
world is the overwhelming prevalence of black market activities.  
A. the most important factor in B. the critical importance of  
C. the unavoidable result of D. the most obvious account of 

57. He solved the problems in a way that was opposite of what his friends expected. 
A. disintuitively B. counter-intuitively C. over-intuitively D. under-intuitively 

58. Rather than force extralegal markets to adjust to a new, foreign system of property titling, reformers 
should focus on codifying the existing system wherever it is practical to do so.  
A. systematizing B. cataloguing C. organizing D. classifying  
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Mark the letter A, B, C, or D on your answer sheet to indicate the word or phrase that is OPPOSITE 
in meaning to the underlined part in each of the following questions. 

59. This kind of dress is becoming outmoded so you shouldn’t dress it up at the party. 
A. realistic B. incompetent C. fashionable D. unattractive  

60. Over the past few decades, despite periodic attempts to reign in spending, currencies in South America 
have become devalued by rampant inflation.  
A. overcharged B. revalued C. reappraised D. overpriced  

Mark the letter A, B, C, or D on your answer sheet to indicate the word that differs from the other 
three in the position of the primary stress. 

61. A. outdoor B. outline C. outface D. outlay 
62. A. prejudice B. prelude C. premiere D. preliminary 
63. A. conservatively B. necessarily C. luxuriously D. perceptively 

Mark the letter A, B, C, or D on your answer sheet to indicate the underlined part that is pronounced 
differently from the other three. 

64. A. featherweight B. leatherette C. featurelessly D. weatherproof 
65. A. dispensed B. upraised C. encompassed C. picnicked 

Read the following passage and mark the letter A, B, C, or D on your answer sheet to indicate the 
correct answer to each of the questions. 

EDUCATION OF GIFTED STUDENTS 

1  Education of Gifted Students is area in the field of special education concerned with the instruction 

of students who have exceptionally high abilities. The United States Department of Education describes 

“giftedness” as exceptionally advanced performance or the potential for outstanding performance in 

intellectual, creative, leadership, artistic, or specific academic fields. Children who demonstrate 

outstanding talents come from all social, cultural, and economic groups. 

2  Educators believe that gifted students require special education services because their learning 

needs differ significantly from those of the general population. They learn more rapidly and are able to 

understand more abstract and complex ideas. They are also able to transform existing knowledge into 

new and useful forms, and to create new knowledge recognized for its originality, complexity, and 

elegance. Special education services and facilities for gifted children may enhance these abilities. In 

addition, some gifted learners may require special counseling services to address social or emotional 

adjustment issues that are complicated by their exceptional abilities. 

3  Many regular elementary and secondary schools in the United States offer special programs designed 

specifically to meet the needs of gifted students. Some schools provide specialized education programs 

to gifted children exclusively. These schools offer advanced education in mathematics, science, 

technology, the arts, or other academic disciplines. Many school districts rely on intelligence tests to 

identify gifted students. However, most guidelines for determining giftedness recommend the use of a 

combination of standardized test scores, rating systems developed by individual schools, classroom 

observational records, and performance assessments. 

4  Gifted children may study a specially modified curriculum or may progress through academic subjects 

at an accelerated pace. Acceleration involves adapting education programs so that students may 

progress through particular subject material quicker than usual. These modifications may take place 

within the regular classroom setting or they may involve changing the child’s placement in school. Some 

gifted children gain early entrance to kindergarten, skip grades, enter college earlier than usual, or take 

specific courses with older children. Ideal programs for gifted students consider the individual needs of 

children and offer multiple options for services. These programs generally involve both advanced 

course materials and acceleration.  
(The text is extracted from: http://www.englisharticles.info/2010/12/06/education-of-gifted-students/) 

66. Gifted children come from _____. 
A. homogenous race  B. different backgrounds  
C. specific economic groups D. different careers 

http://www.englisharticles.info/2010/12/06/education-of-gifted-students/
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67. Among the various qualities, gifted children are believed to be able to learn fast and _____. 
A. apply knowledge creatively B. create new learning methods 
C. find out new knowledge D. behave themselves well 

68. The word ‘enhance’ in this case can be replaced with ‘_____’. 
A. turn up B. further improve C. encourage D. strongly implant 

69. The word ‘existing’ is closest in meaning to _____. 
A. up-to-date B. fashionable C. permanent D. present 

70. Some gifted learners’ exceptional abilities may _____. 
A. deprive them of certain opportunities B. bring them great success 
C. help them solve difficult problems D. cause certain trouble for them 

71. In order to help gifted children, some schools _____. 
A. provide them with coaching B. give them exclusive programs 
C. isolate them from the rest D. provide them with international programs 

72. Special services are provided to some problematic gifted children to _____. 
A. help them cope with social and emotional difficulties 
B. make them forget about social and emotional problems 
C. concentrate on their studies and their school 
D. help them accomplish their academic objectives 

73. The word ‘disciplines’ mostly means _____. 
A. violations B. penalties C. rules D. subjects 

74. Giftedness can be measured by means of _____. 
A. class observations  B. specialized assessments  
C. psychology specialists  D. recorded observations 

75. Giftedness is described to include exceptionally advanced performance in _____. 
A. academic area B. leadership ability C. various fields D. intellectual fields 

Mark the letter A, B, C, or D on your answer sheet to indicate the sentence that is closest in 
meaning to the sentence given. 

76. The bus driver cannot be blamed for the accident in any way. 
A. In no way the bus driver can be held responsible for the accident. 
B. In no way can the bus driver be taken responsible for the accident. 
C. In no way can the bus driver be held responsible for the accident. 
D. In no way the bus driver is held responsible for the accident. 

77. The accident happened because someone was very careless. 
A. Sheer carelessness brought up the accident. 
B. Such carelessness brought about the accident. 
C. Sheer carelessness brought about the accident. 
D. Such carelessness brought in the accident. 

78. It was the little woman that rescued the baby just in time. 
A. It was the little woman that rescued the baby in the course of time. 
B. The little woman was it that rescued the baby in the nick of time. 
C. The little woman it was that rescued the baby in the nick of time. 
D. The little woman it was that rescued the baby in a matter of time. 

79. If I had got rid of the test paper, my mother wouldn’t have seen my poor mark. 
A. Were I have done without the test paper, my mother wouldn’t have seen my poor mark. 
B. Were I to do away with the test paper, my mother wouldn’t have seen my poor mark. 
C. Were I to have done away with the test paper, my mother wouldn’t have seen my poor mark. 
D. Were I to have done up with the test paper, my mother wouldn’t have seen my poor mark. 

80. Fancy my mother and you behaving in the same way. 
A. It’s odd that you should take after my mother. 
B. It’s coincident that you take after my mother. 
C. It’s funny that you should take to my mother. 
D. It’s a coincidence that you take to my mother. 

THE END OF THE TEST 
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